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1. (S/STD/NF) On 12 
conducted against the 

( U) 

Jun 90, three sessi 
vessel known as the 

SG1Ao 

a 

2. (S/STD/NF) Viewer 025 reported that the vessel was located 
near 160 00'N/76°00'W, about 300 miles southeast of Jamaica. The 
drugs are headed for Jamaica and will be transported to land at a 
point between Portland Point and Port Royal. Location of the 
illegal drugs aboard ship is "in the upper area of the vessel 
near ski masks tt. 

3. (S/STD/NF) Viewer 052 reported that the vessel was located 
at 160 15'N/81030'W and enroute to Kingston, where it will arrive 
on 15 June 1990. The on-board location of the drugs is in a 
container with small, shiny, solid, bright, round items, some of 
which may have holes in the center, and all of which are bunched 
together and firmly packed. The transfer point will take place 
in the vicinity of Guantanamo, Cuba at approximately 
17 0 15'NI75o00'W. 

4. (S/STD/NF) Viewer ___ to determine the vessel's 
current location. The was carrying over 15 kilos 
of cocaine located Jus e ow e eckline on the port side, in 
the extreme bow of the vessel, and under a layer of metal. The 
present destination is a transfer point at 19004'NI82012'W 
located west southwest of Georgetown, Cayman Islands. It will 
arrive at this point on 18 June 1990 between 1930-2300 hours to 
transfer the contraband to a 60-75 foot commercial type vessel 
(NFl) . 
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5. (S/STO/NF) There is little correlation among the viewers on 
the current location of the vessel and the offload/transfer 
point. Viewer 095 identified the drugs as cocaine and 052's 
information tends to confirm this. 

SG1J 

Branch Chief 




